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Addendum

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERM

The Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Gernancy has notified the
secretariat that the following changes should be made to the notifications contained
in document L/3653/Add.15.

I. State Trading - GATT document L/3653/Add.15 -

Page 2:

Section II, letter b, paragraph 2, last sentence. The Item "US$26.8 million"
is to be replaced by "79.54 million DM (as of 31 December 1972)".

Pace 4:

Section IV, letter a, "Imports".

Please delete footnote ``1'' next to 1970/71 in the column "Accounting year".

The figure 334,753 under the heading "by private traders; hl of spirits"
is to be replaced by: 346.546.

Tho figure 253,775 under the heading "by private traders; value in DM 1000.-"
is to be replaced by: 253.951.

The undermentioned columns are to be supplemented as follows:

``AccountingYear By private traders

hlof spirit

466,1441971/72
value in DM 1000

330,393"
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Section IV, letter a ``Exports''.

Please delete footnote ``1''in the column ``Accounting Year''.

The figure 50,984 under the heading "by private traders; hl of spirits"
is to be replaced by: 51,785.

The figure 22,809 under the heading "by private traders; value in DM 1000.-''
is to be replaced by:23.460.

The above-nentioned data are to be supplemented as follows:

"Accountina year By private traders

hl of spirits value in DM 1000

1971/72 54,603 27,497"

easee delete footnote "1 the figures for the year 1970/71 are
provisional".

Page 5:

Section IV, letter a, "Domestic Production".
Please delete footnote "1" under the heading "Accounting Year".

The figures for 1970/71 under the headings "Total production; hl of spirits"-
"hl'' valuee in DM 1000" - "hi" - "Value in DM 1000" are to be replaced by:

hlof Value in Value in.
spirits hl DM 1000 hl DM 1000

3,428,223 921,6392/ 232,5l73/ 2,506,584 306,135

The data are to be supplemented as follows:

accounting hl of hl Value in Value in
year spirits DM 1000 ... DM 1000

197)172 3,083,487 865,1372/ 220,5533/ 2,218,350 282,979

Footnote 1: Please delete "the figures for the year 1970/71 are provisional".
Footnote 2: The 1970/71 figure 47,318 hi is to be replaced by "1970/71: 47,324 hl''

._The. footnote is to be supplemented as follows: ``1971/72:35,565 hl''
Footnote 3:.Please insert in line 2 after"54.35 DM/hl for 1970/71'' the item

Please replace in line 5 in the brackets "1970/71: 872,319 hl" by
``1970/71: 74,315 hl" and add in the brackets; "I971/72: 831,572 hl".
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Page 5:
Section IV, letter b, ``Domestic Production"

The statistics are to be supplemented as follows:

Million matches

107,100
102, 800

Value in MDM

76.87
74.66

Year

1971
1972


